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Scientific Report 

1. Abstract
Considering the frame of interaction between urban space and digital technologies, 
CYBERPARKS Project organized a Training School in order to reflect and generate new outputs 
about the topic. Coordinated by Prof. Konstantinos Ioannidis, the Training School 
« Enhancements : Mediated Digital Landscape  » took place during four days (from the 29th 
March to the 1st April 2016) in the greek city of Thessaloniki. In the context of a Short-Term 
Scientific Mission (STSM), I participated as an anthropologist to assume an external outlook and 
evaluate the impacts and success of the school. 

The Training School shift from the classical hierarchical relationship to a participatory process of 
learning, empowering 31 participants coming from 16 different european countries in this extra-
scholar formation and looking to build a new network of makers in the urban contemporary field. 
Following this pedagogical approach, the « Action Learning » program consists on 9 workshops 
driven by 15 tutors representing a wide scale of european countries, schools, fieldworks, 
approaches and areas of research. Attending to one workshop per half-day, the participants 
were invited to work in teams, starting from a concept or a case study introduced by the tutor 
and lead to produce a common project, ending with a public presentation. 

Divided in four modules, the full program was composed by the following topics : 
«  Transforming Value  », «  Spatial and Digital Methods  », «  The Esthetics of Mediated 
Experiences  and Social Life in Mediated Environments » and focused on a main case study : 
the Gardens of the Waterfront of Thessaloniki. 
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As an anthropologist, I followed the whole process of the Training School using different 
methods to complete the evaluation. I first started with a pre-poll to collect the expectation of 
the participants. During the development of the Training School, I observed and participated the 
workshops and I subsequently realized informal interviews with the participants and the tutors 
to size the challenges and evaluate the results. Finally, I conceived a second post-poll and sent 
the participants after the Training School to collect their feed-back and analyze the highlights 
and impacts of the Training School within their personal trajectories.


2. Purpose of the STSM

This Scientific Short Term Mission starts with three different filters of observation and intends to 
question and discuss three main correspondant issues. The first is based on the participants 
point of view, because of their choice to involve themselves in such an extra-scholar formation. 
The second follows the Training School organization, program, development and results and 
aims to understand the different challenges. The third intends to think together both of these 
two points of views, asking for the outcomes of such an experimental field and pedagogic 
framework.

2.1. The participants involvement 
In one hand, the two inquiries (prepoll and postpoll) helped me to gather important informations 
about the participants. Who are them ? What did they expected before coming ? What are they 
specifically interested in ? What could the Training School provide them ? What do they best 
remember after the Training School ? Did the Training School achieve their personal 
expectations ? 

2.2. The pedagogic challenges 
The development and production of the Training School’s pedagogy embraces the adaptability 
of the structure and equipment of the space, the relevance of the workshops, the coherence of 
the program and all the other parameters that converge to the goals of the Training School. 
Looking at this perspective means to be able to summarize the biggest insights and overcomes 
and to point out the eventual contradictions or controverse that always reveal a lot about the 
interaction of the actors. 

2.3. The commons outcomes 
Every actors without distinction made the Training School happening. Together the tutors and 
the participants were responsible for the way the program was developing and for the quality of 
this meeting. Not only the horizontal pedagogic framework of the Training School in comparison 
with the classical displays in which we are educated in but also the very specific topic of 
Mediated Urban Landscape participated to create a common’s base and peer to peer meeting, 
as the first international Training School on this field. Following the growing paradigms of 
Pedagogy 2.0 and Learnings Common, this STSM aimed to explore the following question: how 
is the Mediated Urban Landscape a relevant fieldwork for Learning Action pedagogy ?
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3. Description of the work carried out during the STSM

3.1. Reflecting Action Learning Environment in Mediated Urban Landscapes 
There is no doubt that digital technologies (here considered as the main objects of the 
« mediated » studies of the Training School) and urban spaces together represent new crucial 
issues and topics of the 21st century and the larger categories we can use to think about 
contemporary society. The widespread interest in cities makes perfect sense : in 1800 only 3% 
of the world's population lived in cities, it has climbed today to 50% and the global urban 
population  is projected to reach around 70% by 2050.  In this context, the idea of a Mediation 
(Mediated Urban Landscapes) can be interpreted as the expression of the dialectic relationship 
between Digital Technologies and social interactions that happened in direct or physical space. 

This Training School fits in the crossroads of two very big innovative and relevant fieldworks of 
the global 21st century, asking how can we enhance together the practices of the homo urbanus 
and the homo digitalus. Indeed, the 31 participants of the Training School mainly represent the 
first global and interconnected generation around the world : the digital native. They are not only 
the bigger coparticipants in digital technologies matters but they are above all the first feeders 
of digital language. They come from different european cities and are part of a connected and 
global generation. 

In front of such a challenging context, the questions of the pedagogic framework cannot be 
developed as it would be for other classical disciplines : the participants own, shape and update 
the tools and the imaginary of this world of practices they were born with and that will be 
represented in the Training School. Shifting from the classical relationship of the educational 
system to a participative and active process of learning, empowering the participants and 
expecting their personal engagement and collaboration, the Training School based on Learning 
Commons represents a peer to peer idea of transmission and knowledge : a framework 
of  learning how to learn, as the physical and virtual catalyst, where inquiry, imagination, 
discovery and creativity come alive and become central to growth — personal, academic, social 
and cultural.


3.2. Pre-poll 
In Pedagogical Studies, the pre-poll or Formative Survey is used to be implemented before and 
during the pedagogical activities. It is a method for judging the worth of a program while the 
program activities are forming (in progress). We applied this method to the Training School, 
sending to all students a pre-poll made on an online platform called Typeform, in order to 
evaluate the expectations and motivation of the participants. Answering major and secondary 
questions, multiple answers and personal story telling questions, these informations helped me 
to size their ability to « involve » (Goffman, 1963) themselves and their capacity to implement a 
circuit of « pragmata » (Latour). 


3.2.1. An heterogeneous crowd 
This Formative Survey first reveals different profiles among the participants. A big range of 
young students (62% of the participants are less than 34 years old) in Architecture and Planning 
(56%) will have to meet a crowd of more experienced people (19% of the participants are more 
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than 35 years old) involved as workers in private companies or foundations and/or as 
researchers in academic environments. They represent together a large scale of practices and 
expertise areas as Urban Design, Urban Studies, Digital Media, Informatics and Engineering.	 


3.2.3. Main motivations among the participants 
In three different steps of the Formative Survey (pre-poll) I asked them to evaluate in a scale 
from zero to ten their motivation to get into the various modules defined as the frame of the 
Training School and the kind of benefits they could expect (1, 2 and 3). I also created very 
similar answers among the Survey for them to confirm or not their expectations. Through a 
comparison of the results I rated in the following table (+++, ++ and + by preferences), the need 
of social network clearly appears as the main goal for their participation, coming before the 
opportunity to develop new ideas or new skills.


3.3. Fieldwork 
3.3.1. The environment 

Taking place in the School Of Architecture of the Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki, the 
Training School happened in an academic institution of the city situated in the middle of the big 
university campus close to the city center. This institutional environment and the classrooms the 
workshops were taking place in asked the tutors to deal with this traditional teaching situation. 
In front of them, the participants were seated in rows to listen to the tutor before moving and 
adapting this configuration to work in groups and interact together. Only one workshop out of 
the nine proposed asked the participants to go out of the University, to walk in the city and to 
test their proposal in real time situations with inhabitants. 
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Screenshots of the statistics results about age ranges and professional areas asked in the Formative Survey

+++ ++ +

1 Participate in a new european network Get a collective experience through the 
workshops Learning a new framework of knowledge

2 Social Life in  
Mediated Environments Spatial and Digital Methods The Esthetics of Mediated Experiences  / 

Transforming Value

3 Creating informal spaces of networking Focus on workshops and performed 
collective actions Providing Academic Readings
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3.3.2. The workshops 
On its website, the Training School defined itself with the following statement: «  the training 
school aims to increase the awareness on new methods, techniques and materials for the 
production of responsive and inclusive urban places  ». In order to frame these objectives in 
workshops, the main structure of this Action Learning environments was based on team-
working projects composed by 5 to 10 people, regarding the organization of the tutor. 

First, the tutors started with a short theoretical lecture presented as an introduction of a notion, 
a tool and/or a fieldwork the participants will have to work within in the second part of the 
workshop. After the team work, they had to share their final proposal to the tutors and other 
participants in a public presentation.


3.3.3. Workshop topics  
In the following table I organized the nine workshops in function of their main topic, dividing 
three approaches among the four categories of the program : notions, tools or fieldworks. 


3.3.4. The pedagogy 
Despite of the repetition of the same structure for all workshops and the broad diversity of 
approaches and contents, two kind of workshops can be observed in their development and 
application with the participants: while the biggest part was already structured and intended to 
put them in a strong theoretical framework using diagrams, schemes, statistics or pictures, 
another kind of workshop was more critical and experimental, as the own research of the tutor 
was itself a work in progress (Soundhack, CyberParks, Akalyptos, Living City). 
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Pictures of the participants working in the Architecture School during the Training School

WORKSHOP TOPICS

NOTIONS Collective Intelligence Architecture and the materiality of 
interaction Living City Digital Cities

TOOLS CyberParks Application Sensors and soundhack

FIELDWORKS Enhancements strategies of 
Thessaloniki’s Waterfront

Public Greenaryin Thessaloniki ’s 
Waterfront

The Akalyptos 
(courtyards) of 
Thessaloniki
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Testing the possibilities and limits of the tools’s based workshops, the participants entered the 
operation in an active way, developing capacities to enhance the tools themselves as within a 
real professional situation. Consequently, their capacity to interact and appropriate the objects 
and ideas of this kind of workshops were at the same time more difficult and more opened. 

3.3.5. The final proposals 
As it was not possible to work outdoors for technical reasons, the participants used Google 
Maps/Street or Google Images to immerge themselves in the urban fieldworks they were asked  
to consider to develop their idea. The collective proposals of the team work always dealt with 
three elements : inhabitants, spaces and digital technologies. The results brought new ideas to 
enhance our everyday life, make the city more « livable », « playable », « user friendly », etc. 

The participants presented a broad specter 
of proposals to enhance the Mediated Urban 
Landscape which I could split in five 
categories : comfort, mobility, leisure and art, 
citizenship and urban history and culture. 
They used different ways to conceive and 
materialize their ideas, as connected objects 
(connected coffeecup, bracelet to get 
informations about the public transports), 
applications (maps to find the closest public 
toilet or augmented reality displays), 
organization of public events with multimedia 
architectural proposals (collective kitchens or 
gardening encounters) and online tools 
(platforms, hashtags or social medias). Above 
all, they presented a majority of immaterial, 
non- funct iona l and non-commerc ia l 
proposals, regarding to the paradigms of 
collaboration and flexibility way of life of the 
digital generation. 


Facing the big challenge of the Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
revolution in the pedagogical learning 
system, feeding informations in every place in 
at every moment, the relationship between 
people in the classroom (participants 
between them and participants/tutors 
relation) is entering a new area. The project-
class or the workshop represent the new way 
to learn, where the group become more 
important than the individual performance. In 
this perspective, the intense and extensive 
coparticipation that the students had to put 
in practice (7 workshops by participant in 4 
days) was a big challenge. They managed it 
really well, renovating their ideas and sharing 
transferable skills to enhance their projects, 
relying on each other in terms of leadership 
and putting their ideas in front of the 
individual: creating Collective Intelligence. 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Pictures of the public presentation the participants’s projects
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3.4. The Post-poll 
A Summative Evaluation (sometimes referred to as « external ») is a method of judging the worth 
of a program at the end of the program activities (summation). For the Training School, a 
Summative Survey has been realized and aimed to reflect the results, impacts and outcomes of 
the School among the participants. The analysis of the results proved the team-working worked 
out very well (100% of involvement), especially when they had to work with diverse group in 
terms of experiences and backgrounds (92%) and in small teams of around five people (77%). 
They also confirmed that four days was the good timing to increase their commitment from the 
beginning to the end (77%). The biggest part (95%) assumed they are now able to reuse things 
they learnt during the Training School in their future studies or projects. 

The workshops they remembered the most 
after the Training School were the ones which 
involved an open dialogue between tutors 
and participants, a bottom-up approach and 
a good balance between theory and practice. 
As one of them said in the post-poll : « when 
tutors established a personal connection, 
they valued our inputs and created a peer-to-
peer context  ». In terms of relevance of 
theoret ica l not ions, they espec ia l ly 
appreciated the «  Collective Intelligence in 
web mediated environments », the « City life, 
a rch i tec tu re and the mate r ia l i t y o f 
interaction  » and the «  Living City  » 
workshops. In terms of methods and 
fieldworks, they particularly remembered the 
pract ical exper ience of the «  WAY-
C y b e r P a r k s A p p l i c a t i o n  » , t h e 
«  Akalyptos  »  and the «  Soundhack  » 

workshops. Even if the impacts seemed very 
positive and the participants confirmed that 
the Training School achieved successfully its 
initial goals, the Summative Survey (post-poll) 
also showed up some critical reviews. The 
diversity of the group (young students versus 
experienced professionals) naturally reveals 
two kind of feelings: half of them assumed 
they were really satisfied while the other part 
assumed a lack of the depth in the contents 
and activities. It is important to consider such 
critics not only as a constructive feed-back of 
this experimental pedagogical display but 
also as a way to face the organization of the 
next Training School. As one of them 
mentioned, we could conclude by the 
following idea : « we've been thinking about 
ADDING technology to enhance cities. In the 
end, I suspect we should explore how to 
REDUCE technology use » . 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Screenshots of the statistics results from the Summative 
Survey
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4. Description of the main results obtained
Valuable information about the ongoing research regarding mediated displays in urban/design 
planning and social networking have been collected and analyzed in the light of COST Action 
TU1306 needs. What did the Training School learn from CyberParks contexts and how the 
CyberParks Program can be inspired by the participants expectations, proposals, impacts and 
critical feedback ? 

I divided the results of the experience of the Training School in the four major improvements that 
have been discussed between the participants before, during and after the event: 


- Learning Commons

- European networking

- Mediating the diversity

- Critical framework about Informatics and Communication Technology’s in the city


4.1. Learning Commons 
On which subjects did the participants worked on? The material, the projects, the ideas, the 
methods, the fieldworks they explored during these four days focused on several elements: 
technology, infrastructure, mobility, architecture, urban design, energy, governance and 
education, citizenship, healthcare. Through these common objects, they developed a keen 
sense of building together the city of the future. This approach has been successfully achieved 
by the togetherness and the sharing of ideas they developed working in teams.


4.2. European Networking 
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« They facilitated teamwork 
and networking, which are 
ultimately my principal reason 
for attending similar events. 
Also, the workshops drawn 
from a very concrete practice 
and provided great 
inspiration » 

Photography of a team working during a workshop and quote 
from one of the participant taken from the post-poll.


Screenshot of the results from the Summative Survey and 
excerpt from the Summative Survey proves the participants had 
a great opportunity to meet people from all over Europe sharing 
similar interests in Mediated Urban Landscapes. After the 
Training School, they will most likely continue to work together 
and independently develop new projects.
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4.3. Mediating the diversity 
A m o n g t h e b ro a d d i v e r s i t y o f t h e 
participants, one of the biggest challenge of 
the school was to manage and improve the 
Collective Intelligence of the group. Their age 
range, educational and cultural background, 
professional experiences or projections were 
so different that every element of the group 

appeared as a single piece of a puzzle. At 
first, they struggled with this lack of unity but 
throughout the four days of workshop they 
came to manage their diversity and  
understood they had to get deeply involved  
to create a sensitive emulation and co-
creation. 

4.4. Developing a critical framework 
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Photography of the team-working during the workshop of Akalyptos

« I think the proposals about a 
Cyberpark in a city have to 
concern the majority of citizens, 
as a first step, and the planners 
of such a park have to be careful 
not to create a technological 
space instead of a real space. 
The ICTs helps the natural space 
to change for better and not be 
transformed in just an awesome 
technological space »

« Sometimes less is more. In the 
example of the Thessaloniki 

waterfront, some fo the gardens 
just needed to have greend open 

free spaces for people enjoy as 
they want to (not forcing what 

people might do everytime, 
everywhere) »

Quotes from the participants taken from the post-poll
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Looking for Digital and Learning Commons, the participants developed some important insights. 
As part of a critical mass of makers and thinkers, they all confirmed their willingness and need 
to :

- work in a horizontal and non-hierarchical way

- brainstorming but also, as one of them suggested « shitstorming  » (not to be afraid of bad 

ideas)

- improve Open innovation and Sharable cities 
- confront the proposal with the stakeholders

- do a proactive fieldwork in collaboration with the inhabitants

- develop Human Centered proposals and objects 

5. Follow-ups

The results of the Training 
School have been presented 
a t t h e m e e t i n g o f t h e 
C O S T 1 3 0 6 A c t i o n 
“CyberParks” in Valletta 
(Malta) for the mid-project 
c o n f e r e n c e «  I C i t y  » , 
organized by Prof. Antoine 
Zammit. There I presented a 
lecture for the members of 
the CyberParks project on the 
following subject: « Mediated 
urban landscapes: reflecting 
digital commons in action 
learning environments ». 


Foreseen publications have been raised with Antoine Zammit as well with the Coordinator of the 
Training School Konstantinos Ioannidis. Together with the supervisor of the STSM, Konstantinos 
Ioannidis, we have set to write a paper during 2016 and to continue the projects for 
«Cyberparks».


6. Personnel Benefit and mutual benefits for the Home and Host institutions

In such an evaluation, we can talk about numerous benefits to all parties involved. First I 
consider that the benefits of this work allowed to deepened my transferable skills and has been 
very stimulating for my knowledge in these areas. The mutual benefits appeared from the 
collaborative work that Konstantinos Ioannidis did, not only in practice but also in reflection. 
These benefits also extended to the development of the reflection carried out on the Cost Action  
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Photography of Antoine Zammit presentation opening the ICity conference
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«Cyberparks», providing a new generation of researchers and practicers of the digital 
landscape.
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